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1. Introduction 

This report is the direct continuation of t·wo papers published preyiously 

in this periodical [12, 14] which are concerned ·with the optimum design of 
continuous linear multiyariable control systems for statiorary ergodic stochastic 
signals. This paper also applies the so-called simplified derivation technique 
presented first in references [5, 6] in connection with single variable systems. 
The purpose of this study is to demonstrate how the problem of the semi
free configuration ·with constraints defined first in book [2] and simplified 

derived in references [5, 6] can he generalized from single yariable systems 
to multivariahle control systems. 

The advantages of the proposed method are eyer better thrown into 
relief as the configuration of the systems hecomes more complicated. While 
the papers mentioned before [5, 6, 12, 14] and based merely on frequency 
domain notions haye only been arriyed in a much simpler way at the well
known results as giHn, for example, in [1, 2, 3,4] and [7, 9, 10, 13], the 
present paper examines the somewhat more complicated case of semi-free 
configuration with constraints which, according to the authors knowledge, 
is up till now not treated as a whole generality for multivariable systems. 
Thus, the present results can be considered as conform to the priority. It 
must be mentioned, however, that in a report on the second IF AC Congress [15] 
a dual-input system with one saturation constraint "was analyzed. But this 
problem is only a special case of the multiyariable systems with many con
s traints. On the occasion of the discussion of report [15] the author of the 
present paper has demonstrated briefly the main results of the general case. 
These results and the details are to he found here now. 

As in papers [12, 14] here also the matrix method of computation is 
used. According to reference [8] it is assumed that the spectrum factorization 
of power-spectrum-density matrices can be performed. It must be noted, 
however, that in our case the spectrum factorization will be more complicated, 
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because one or more parameters also figure in the corresponding power
spectrum-density matrL'\{ to be factorized. According to the case of the semi
free configuration with constraints, it is so adopted that one part of the 
control system is fixed, this is for example the plant, while the other part 
of the system i.e. the controllel' must be designed according to the least-mean
square error criterion, the error being taken between the actual and the ideal 
(or desired) outputs. In case of multivariable systems, this criterion means 
the least mean value of the sum of squared error components. For the sake 
of simplicity, first it is also assumed that even the manipulated variables 
acting between the controller and the plant are either directly or indirectly 
submitted to constraints. 

2. The proposed method 

The convention of notations is the same as III papers [12, 14]. The 
problem is depicted in Fig. 1. All the signals (the variables) in the control 
system are assumed to be stationary ergodic stochastic processes. Here 
S'k(t) is the row vector composed of the useful signal components, while n'k(t) 
is the row vector of the corrumping noise components (k = 1, ... K). Their 

sum forms the input row vector r'k(t), being r'k(t) = S'k(t) + n'k(t) • The comp
lete input signal first penetrates the cascade controller, the latter being rep
resented by weighting-function matrix wfj(t) (k = 1, .. . K; j = 1, ... J). 
The outputs of the controller are the manipulated variables. Taking the latter 
ones as components the row vector m.j(t) of the manipulated variahles can 
be formed (j = 1, ... J). It is assumed that even the manipulated variables 
are submitted to constraints. In general an indirect manner can be taken 
as a basis. For this purpose some constraint 'weighting-function matrix 
Wlh(t) is constructed (j = 1, ... J; h = 1, .. . H; H L). The output row vector 
b.h(t) (h = 1, ... H) of this transfer link represents the indirect variables: the 
so-cllled modified manipulated variables to be constrained. 

Let us assume that the sum of the mean-square values of the indirect 
variables is limited. This condition the so-called unequality of constraint can 
be expressed as follows 

T 
1 ~ 

tr [bh.(t) b.,,(t)] = }~::; 2T .l tr [b".(t) b.h(t)] dt = tr[ipbh' bh (0)] < (j2 (1) 

-T 

Here bh.(t) b.h(t) is a symmetrical matrix composed of the matrix mul
tiplication of column vector bh.(t) and row vector b.,,(t), while "tr" denotes 
the trace that is the sum of the diagonal elements of the matrix. The latter 
can also be expressed by a correlation matrix with zero shifting time. 
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As is well knovv-u, the unequality of constraint can also be expressed 

by the power-density-spectrum matrix as 

j= 

tr [bh.(t) b.h(t)] =tr[lfbh,bh(0)]=r2
1

. Str[Wbh'bh(S)]ds<a2 
i TCJ . 

-)= 

where S = jw and h, h' = 1, .. . H. 

(2) 

Returning again to Fig. 1 it can be observed that the manipulated 
variables enter into the fixed part of the system that is into the plant, while 
the outputs of the latter are the controlled variables. The plant is represented 
by weighting-function matrix wjl (t) (j = 1, ... J; l = 1, .. . L) . 

Fig. 1 

From the controlled variables as components the row vector C'I (t) is 
constructed (l = 1, .. . L) . 

The row vector of the error e./ (t) is nothing else but the difference of 
the ideal or desired signal Yector i' l (t) and the actual output vector C./ (t) 
(l = 1, .. . L). If needed the ideal output vector i' l (t) can be obtained from 
the useful signal vector S'k (t) by the weighting-function matrix Yk/(t) which 
can exceptionally be physically unrealizable. 

Now let us adopt as minimization criterion the sum of the mean-square
error components. This latter can be expressed as the mean value of the 
trace of the matrix composed of the matrL"'C multiplication of column vector 

e./ (t) and row vector e'l (l) and obviously can also be expressed by the corres
ponding correlation matrix or power-density-spectrum matrix: 

1* 

T 
l' 
2T J tr [ez.(t)e.z(t)] dt = 

-T 

j= 
l' 

= tr [lfCt. e/(O)] = -. \ tr [We/. c/(s)] ds. 
277] _ 

-j= 

(3) 
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Applying the Lagrangean conditional extremum technique our problem 
is reduced to the minimization of the following expresf!ion: 

(4) 

The latter can also be expressed as 

j= 

tr [tpxz,x,(O)] = tr [xd t ) xz(t)] = _1_ J' tr [eP (s) -'- i.<p·. b.(S)] as (5) . 2;rj ez,ez' 0 .. I. 

-j= 

Therefore, the task in question is the minimization of the integral on the 
right side of Eq. (5) or in other words it is necessary to find the minimalizing 
trace of the resultant pO'wer-density spectrum matrix 

(6) 

which is a function of the yariable S and parameter i .. As naturally. both 
the power-demity-spectrum matrices in Eq. (6) are only functions of S2 or 
0)2, thus the complex yariable integral in Eq. (5) can readily be redueE'd to 
a real-yariable integral. 

K,;idently the following relation is yalid [12, 14]: 

(7) 

Applying the genE'ralizatioll of the index-change rule [11] and taking 
Fig. 1. into consideration the latter matrix can also be expressed as 

<Pe1e/S) = Wi1,iz.(S) - <Pil,rr.(s) W~j(s) W1z(s) - i-. 

- wf,j'( _·s) Wj,k'( -s) <Prr..iz(s) -+-

+ WL.( -s) W!k'(S) <Prr..r,,(s) Jl7fj(s) w]z(s) 
and similarly 

(8 ) 

(9) 

(k, k' = 1, ... K; j, j' = 1, ... J; I, l' = 1, .. . L; h, hi = 1, ... H) 'where WZj(s), 
WJl (s) and Wjll(S) are the transfer-function matrices of the controller, the 
plant and the constraint, respectiyely, determined from the corresponding 
"weighting-function matrices by Fourier or Laplace transformation. Transfer 
function matrices Wr". (-s), WJ. j • (-5) and WT,'j' (-5) are the adjoint, 
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that is, the conjugate complex transposed matrices of transfer-function 

matrices Wfj(s), WJI (s) and Wj\(s) these latter being K)< J, J X Land 
J X H matrices, respectively. In most cases K = J = L > H can be assumed 

without loss of generality. 
Let us now introduce an auxiliary power-density-spectrum matrix 

<pa};la}; (s, i.) implicitly defined in the following relation: 

I 'IT/k ( ) IT,7
C 

( ) A'. () WC ( ) W k ( ) _ -;- I. W h'j' -s W j'k'-S 'Pr}; r}; S kj S jh S - (10) 

With the aid of inverse matrices the auxiliary power-density spectrum matrix 

can, of course, also be expressed explicitly 

<paJ;a/,(S, i.) = Wr".r,,(s) + i. [WJ'k'( -S)]-l [WL.( -S)]-l X 

X W;~'j'(-s) WJd -s) Wr/J};(s) Wfj(s) wj\(s) [W11(S)]-1 [Wfj(S)]-l 
(11) 

It can be sho'w"11 that the auxiliary power-density spectrum matrix rJ>a};,a/; (s, i.) 
is uniquely determined by Eq. (10) or (11) and this matrix does not depend on 
the choice of transferfunction matrix WZ j (s) of the controller. Now, taking 
Eqs. (8), (9) and (10) into consideration the power-density-spectrum matrix 
figuring in Eq. (6) can be expressed as 

<px/.xJs, I.) = <Piz i/S) - WizrJs) Wfj(s) WJI(S) -

wtj'( -s) Wtk.( -S) Wr}; iz(S) + 
+ wtj.( -s) WJ,d -s) <pa/A,,(s, I.) Wfj(s) WJI(S) 

(12) 

This form of Eq. (12) is quite similar to Eq. (6) figuring in reference [14]. 
But this means nothing else than that our present problem is reduced to the 
problem of the semi-free configuration without constraint and the same 
technique can be used as in the previous paper [14]. 

Therefore, let us introduce an auxiliary K X J transfer-function matrix 
G~j (s, i.) and its adjoint matrix Gj.~. (-s, I.) by the following implicit relations 

and 
Wa/;.ais, I.) c~j(s, I.) WJI(S) = Wrk4s) 

W[,j'( -s) Cj.iA -S, I.) Wa/;Ia/;(s, i.) = Wizr/;(S) 
(13) 
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If necessary the auxiliary matrices can also be expressed explicitly: 

and 
GZ](s, I.) = UPak.ak(S, 1.)]-1 c]Jrk4S) [WJI(S)]-1 

GJ.%.( -S, I.) = [wtj'( -S)]-1 c]Ji,rk(S) [c]JQk.ak(S, 1,)]-1 
(14) 

These relations clearly show that in the auxiliary transfer-function 
matrices the parameter J, must also figure. Naturally, the physical realizability 
of the first auxiliary transfer-function matrix is a priori not guaranteed, on 
the contrary, in general the matri.x GZ] (s, J.) is physically unrealizable. 

Substituting expression (13) into Eq. (12) the power-density-spectrum 
matrix in question takes the follo'wing form 

c]JX1'X/(S, I.) = c]Ji,4s) -

- W~j'( -s) GJ.~.( -s, i.) c]JQ/o'Qk(S, i.) GZY(s, i.) WJI(S) + 
[wJ,j'(-s) Gj;',.{- s, I.) - w~j'(-s) Wj\.(-s)] X 

X c]JQk'Qk(S, ;.)lGZj'(s, I.) JVJI(S) - Wfl") WJI(S)] . 

(15) 

The transfer-function matrix WZ] (s) and its adjoint WJ.~. (-s) are contained 
only in the last term of Eq. (15). The trace of the power-density spectrum 
matrix c]Jx"x, (s, /.) 'vill ob,iously be minimum if this last term becomes 
zero. The sufficient and necessary conditions are 

W'CkO
( ') GCk

( .) kj S, I. = kj S, I. 

Wj.~~( - s, J.) = Gj.%.( - s, J.) 
(16) 

where the upper index 0 signifies the optimum. The optimum transfer-function 
matrix of the cascade controller in case of constraints figuring in Eq. (16) 
is DOW a two-variable function of s = j ill and the parameter J •• 

Substituting Eq. (16) in Eq. (14) we obtain the physically unrealizable 
transfer-function matrix of the cascade controller and its adjoint matri.x: 

W1~O(s, I.) = [c]JQT!a,,(S, 1.)]-1 c]Jrk.i,(S) [WJI(S)]-1 

WJt?( -s, I.) = [wf,j'( -s)] -1 <Pil'rk(S) [c]Jr/!r/,(s)]-l 
(17) 

In order to perform matrix inversion J = L must be valid. By the way, 
instead of the explicit relations (17) the follo'ving implicit relations can also 
be written 

<Par.'ar.(S, I,) W~O(s, I.) WJI(S) = c]Jrk4s) 

wf,j'( -s) wJ.t?( -s) c]Jak,ak(S' /.) = c]Ji /,(s) 

as obtained from Eq. (17) or after substitutin g Eq. (16) in Eq. (13). 

(18) 
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Naturally, physically unrealizable transfer-function matrix does not 
solve our problem and we must search for a physically realizable one. Let 
us assume that W);jm (s, }.) is the physically realizable optimum transfer
function matrix of the cascade controller in case of constraints. Substituting 
this matrix instead of WZ? (s, }.) then from the first relation of Eq. (18) the 
follo'wing expression can be derived: 

<Pak,ak(s, }.) W~}m(s, }.) W]I(S) wtj,( -s) = 

= <Prr.'i/S) Wh( -s) + FZ~,(s, }.) 
(19) 

'where FZ,), (s, ;.) is still an unknown matrix with transfer-function elements 
having only right-half-plane poles. In this equation the matrix factor wf,j' (-s) 
is inevitable as W~j (s) Wh (-s) must be treated as a power-density-speetrum 
matrix. Otherwise Eq. (19) here plays the same role as Eq. (12) in reference 
[14] or Eq. (20) in reference [12]. 

Now let us introduce the folIo'wing spectrum-factorization relations: 

(20) 
and 

where the upper index - (minus) denotes a matrix factor whose elements, 
and the elements of the inverse matrix, have only right-half-plane poles and 
zeros, ,,,-hi le the upper index (plus) denotes a matrix factor whose elements 
together with the elements of its inyerse matrix have only left-half-plane 
poles and zeros. 

Taking Eqs. (20) and (21) into consideration then Eq. (19) may assume 
the following form: 

<P~-al:(s, ?) WZjm(s, ?) (WJ1(S) W;'j'( -s))+ = 

= [<P;;;"a/:(s, }.)]-1 <Prk,;/s) wi-j,(-s) [(WJ/(s) W;'j'(-S))-]-l (22) 

+ [<1>~(ak'(s, ;,)]-1 FZ~,(s, l) [(W]I(S)W[j,(-S))-]-l 

Separating the physically realizable and unrealizable matri.x components 
on b01h sides of Eq. (22) the fclkwiug two Ielations can he (lbtained: 

and 

<1>~.ak(S, }.) wZjm(s, I,) (WJ/(s) W;'j'(-s))+ = 

= ([<P;;-kak'(S, ).)]-1 <Prk'i,(s) W;'j'(-S) [(W]/(s) W[,j( -s))- ]-1}+ 

o = {[<P~(ak'(S, }.)]-1 <pr,(iis)WL,(-s) [(W]/(s) wf,j'(-s))-]-l}_ + 
+ [<P;;;"ak'(S, }.) ]-1 FZ~,(s, I,) [(WJ1(S) wtj,(-S))-]-l 

(24) 
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where the lower index (plus) denotes a matrix component 'with physically 
realizable elements, belonging to positive-time functions, while the lower 
index - (minus) denotes a matrix component with physically unrealizable 
elements, that is, ",vith right-half-plane poles, and thus belonging to negative
time functions. Generally speaking, the physically l'ealizable component can 
be obtained by first performing an inverse Fourier transformation and then 
a Laplace transformation. 

Finally, from Eq. (21) the physically realizable optimum transfer
function matrix of the cascade controller in case of constraints can be expres
sed as 

W;;Jm(s, I.) = [<Pd~:ak'(s, i.)]-l X 

X {[<p~.a,,(s, 1.)]-1 <Pr,,4s) wtj .( -s) [(WJz(s) wf.j'( -s)- ]-l} X (25) 

X [(W)z(s) WL·(-S))+]-l. 

The solution wiym (s, I.) may now be substituted into the condition 
of constraint. This can be performed by substituting first W~Jm (s, I.) and its 
adjoint matri.x instead of W~j (s) and its adjoint, respectively, in Eq. (9). 
Thus, the power-density-spectrum matrix <Pbh'br. (s, I.) is obtained. 

Substituting the latter matrix into Eq. (2) the parameter I. can be 
adjusted so that the condition of constraint, that is, unequality (2) will be 
satisfied. 

After having determined the proper value of the parameter I., the latter 
can be substituted back into Eq. (25) and finally the physically realizable 
optimum transfer-function matrix of the cascade controller wzym (s) i" 
obtained. It must be emphasized that after the previous procedure the para
meter I. is already missing. The transfer-function matrix W;;jm (s) is the 
final explicit solution of our problem for the case of the semi-free configuration 
with constraints. 

Substituting the so obtained matrix expression of WJtm (s) and its 
adjoint into Eq. (8) instead of W~j (s) and Wj'k' (-s), respectively, the power
density-spectrum matrix of the error can be computed. Henceforth, usin g 
Eq. (3) the minimum sum of the mean square-error components can be deter
mined. 

3. Some supplementary remarks 

Let us now examine some possibilities of specializations and gener
alizations concerning the obtained results. 

First, it is obvious that taking I. = 0, on the one hand <pak.a" (s, J.) 
is immediately reduced to rJ\,.r" (s) [see Eq. (10)], and on the other hand, 
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Eq. (25) yields 

WZj'(s) = [@r/:r/,,(s)]-l X 

X ([@;:;;'rk,(S)]-l @r/,'iz(S) wf,j'(-s) [(WJz(s) wtj,(-S))-]-l X (26) 

X [(WJz(s) Wlj,(-s))+]-l 

which is the final explicit solution formula of the optimum cascade controller 
for the case of the semi-free configuration without constraints, as given in 

reference [14] as Eq. (18). 

i.JIJ 

~ 

Fig. 2 

Secondly, returning from the multivariable case to the single variable 
one the matrices become scalar quantities and Eq. (25) can be written as 
follows: 

[ 
wr( -S)@ri(S) ] 

[Wf( -s) Wf(s) + J. Wk( -s) Wk(S)]-@;:;:(s) + 

[wr( -s) wr(s) J. Wk(-S) Wk(S)] + @;:;:(s) 
(27) 

since Eq. (10) is reduced to the form 

(28) 

Eq. (27) has, of course, the same form as Eq. (40) in reference [6]. 
Now, let us concentrate our attention to the const:raint matrix WJn(t) 

and to its transform Win (s). If the manipulated variables are indirectly 
constrained the transfer-function matrix Wj\ (s) may assume quite a general 
form. For example, if even the sum of the mean-square values of the controlled 
variables are limited, then the constraint matrix Wftz (s) (or Wlh (t)) becomes 
the very same as the plant matrix WJz (s) (or wjz (t)). See Fig. 2. 
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FUl"thermore, if the plant transfer-function matrix WJz (s) can be 
expressed as the matrix multiplication of two corresponding transfer-function 
matrices 

(29) 

or in other 'words, the plant weighting-flillction matrix can be expressed as 
the convolution of two corresponding weighting. function matrices: 

(30) 

Fig. 3 

Fig. 4 

and even the sum of the mean-square-value of the variables acting 
between the two control link mentioned above has to be limited, then W1h(s) 
(or Wfh(t» must be taken as identical with WJh (s) (or W}h (t» as sho"wn in 
Fig. 3. 

If, on the other hand, the set of the manipulated variables is directly 
-constrained then the constraint transfer-function matrix assumes a certain 
special form, namely, it becomes a diagonal matrix. For example, if even 
"the sum of the mean-square values of the manipulated variables is limited 
(Fig. 4), then Wfh (s) becomes an unity (or in other words: idem) matrix: 
Wfh (s) = I jj , the latter being independent of the variable s = jw. If the 
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mean-square values of manipulated variables must be added by taking some 
weights: gl1'" .gjj, . • • gjj into consideration then the constraint transfer 
function Wjll (s) becomes a diagonal matrix composed of the square roots of 
the weights as elements 

This matrix is also independent of the variable s. 
A semi-direct constraint arises from the case when not the sum of the 

mean-square values of the manipulated variables themselves is limited but 
that of the first (or second) derivative of the manipulated variahles has to be 
constrainted. In the latter cases the follo"\ving choice will do 

or 

or 

Wfh(s) = S2 If) 

If weights are needed then 

Wfh(S) 0= S diag []! gll" , , ]f gjj" , , V gJj] 

W k ( ) 0 d' [,/- 1'-- ]--] 
jh S = S· lag f gu"" vg})"" igjj 

are the proper choices. 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

When, for example, the first manipulated variable itself, the second 
manipulated variable by its first derivative, the third manipulated variable 
by its second derivative and so on. , ., must be taken into consideration in 
the mean-square-summing procedure "\"ith weights, then the following diagonal 
matrix will do: 

WYh(S) = diag [~, S V gu, S2 V g33' , ,]. (36) 

Similarly, some other special matrix forms can be chosen according 
to the special need if the sum of the mean-square values of the manipulated 
variables must be constrained semi-directly. 

Now, the question arises, how multiple constraints can be performed. 
If, for example, the manipulated variables are simultaneously submitted to 
two or more constraints (Fig. 5), then instead of unequality (2) we have a 
system of unequalities: 

(2*) 
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and instead of Eq. (5) wc have the following relation 

j= 
1 " ;=1 

tr fcrx(x/O)] = tr [Xl.(t) xit)] = 2nl J tr [<Pe(e/s) + ~ ),;<Pbh'bh(i)(S)] ds (5*) 

-j= 

where the corresponding power-density-spectrum matrices are 

<Pbh 'Oh(;)(S) = W;'/(i) ( -s) W],d -s) (/Jr,/rk(s) W~j(s) Wj)'(i)(S), 

Fig. 5 

Here Wfi,(i) (s) (i = 1" .. I) are the corresponding constraint matrices. 
Following in the latter case the simplified derivation technique both 

the auxiliary power-density-spectrum matrix rJ>Qk,Qk (S, )'1' .. )'1) and the 
physically realizable optimum transfer-function matrix wzym (S, 1.1' .. ;'1) 
becomes a lllultivariable function of the parameters I.i' 

Thus, instead of Eq. (10) we now have 

W;'j'( -s) W],d -s) cfJrk'r,Js) W~j(s) WJI(S) + 

from which the auxiliary power-den:::ity-spectrum matrix can be expressed as 

(11 *) 
;=1 

X [~)'iW;'j'(i)(-s) Wj,d-s) (/Jrl:'r,,(s) W~j(s) W;)'(i)(S)] [W]I(S)]-l [W~j(s)]-1 
;=1 
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Finally, the explicit solution formula now becomes: 

TFCkm(' .) [rT.'. (. . )]-1 
W kj S, 1'1' ••• I.] = 'lc'QkHQk' S, /'1" •• I.] X 

X ([<P;;;!Qk(S, \' ... ;.] )]-l<P rk'i/(S) W[j'( -S )[(WJI(S) wtj'( -S))-]-l}+ X 

X [(WJI(S) wL.(-S))+]-1 (25*) 

The adjustment procedure of the parameters I.i must now be performed 
111 such a manner that the most rigorous of the inequalities (2*) will be ful
filled. 

4 W~{t) 
mitJ 'NJ{/} c.III} 

~.JI} e.,It} I 
gij(IJ I m. It! I 'N';;{/} I C.JI! 

I I I I 
b .. ,It} 

I hrk iIJ I 
I I 

Fig. 6 

Naturally, a generalized matrix notation is also possible. In this caEe 
a~ = (a2)i and I.i must be considered as yectors (or one dimensional matrices), 

w}lile <Pb
h 

bh(i) (s), Wj~,(i) (s), W;;'j'(i) (-s) must be treated as three dimensional 
matrice~. Then in Eqs. (5), (10) and (11) the summations become matrix mul

tiplicaticns. 
Many special cases can he considered on the basis of the foregoin g 

discussion. Here only the most interesting one will be treated. Let us assume 
that thc mean-square yalue of the indiyidual indirect manipulated variables is 
limited. Then the eonstraint transfer-function matrices become degenerated 

aul so on. This case is much more simple than the general multiconstraint 

case when the sum of the mean-square values of some set of variables has 
to be constrained (assuming that in both cases the number I of the para
meters ;'i is the same, for example, I = J). A significant variant arises 
when the individual mani:pl~lated variables are directly limited. Then the con-
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strain t matrices become the following: 

WYh(l)(S) = diag [1, 0, O ... 0] 

~h(2)(S) = diag [0, 1, 0 ... 0] 

etc. When the derivatives of the manipulated variables have to be limited 
then the correspondin g matrices are 

W;~(ds) = diag [s, 0, 0 0] 

Wj/!(2/S) = diag [0, s, 0 0] 
and so on. 

4. Conclusions 

Unfortunately, the C:lse of semi-free coufigurations 'with constraints is 
far too complicated for a simple illustrative example to be constructed. It 
is hoped, however, that in vie-v,- of the matrix calculus and the complementary 
remarks the application of the final results had become clear. Furthermore, 
it is also hoped, that even the complicated enough case of the semi-free 
configuration \..-ith constraints had thro\v-u into relief the advantages of the 
so-called simplified derivation technique sho,",-ing the design procedure of 
the optimum cascade controller for multivariable systems. 

5. Appendix 

After having determined the optimum transfer-function matrix of the cascade controller 
according to the equivalence of the two configurations sho'wn in Fig. 6 the transfer
function matrix of the series controller or that of the feed-back controller can also be ascer
tained. For example, if there is no feed-back controller then the transfer-function matrix 
of the series controller can he expressed as 

while, on the other hand if the series controller is missing then the transfer-function matrix 
of the feed-back controller is given in the following relation 

(k = 1, .•• K; j = 1, ... J; 1 = 1, ..• L; K = J = L) 

Summary 

In this paper, as a continuation of the previous two papers concerning the optimum 
design of multivariable control systems, the case of the semi-free configuration "With con
straints is treated. For stationary ergodic stochastic processes taking as performance criterion 
the sum of the least-me an-square errors between the sets of actual and ideal outputs and 
considering as constraint the limitation of one or more sums of the mean-square values of 
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some sets of manipulated variables explicit formulas are derived for the multivariable cascade 
controller. The so-called simplified derivation technique is used, based ouly on frequency
domain notions in connection with matrix calculus. Finally some special cases are shown_ 
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